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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Regents t:o Discuss Evening Classes·
The UNM Regents will hear a
report on the University's evening class Pl'ogram at theil' meeting Saturday ntol'ning.
The report was prepared by
Academic Vice President Ferrel

Heady in response to a request by
the legislature during its last
session,
Also on the agenda for the
meeting:
-Consideration of a revised

'Concert Hall ·
Subscribers to Theater Series
May now pick up their tickets
at the Box Office

U-CUE BILLIARDS
Announces

Our Seventy-First Year of Eclitoria·l Freedom

LOWER PRICES FOR STUDENTS
SOc per hour

The National Poetry Press has
announced its spring competition,
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by college
students is Nov. 5. Any student
attending either junior or senior
college is eligible.
There is no limitation as to
form or theme, but shorter works
are preferred. Each poem must
by typed or printed on a separate
sheet, and must bear the name
and home address of the student,
as well as the name of the college
attended.
Manuscripts should be sent to
National Poetry Press, 3210
Selby Ave. Los Angeles, 34,
Calif.

WANT ADS

ASK ABOUT
OUR
STUDENT DISCOUNT

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
• line ad., 65~-4 times, $2.00, lllllertlona
must be submitted by noon on day before
~ublioation to Room 159, Student Publica·
t1ona Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
217·4102.
FORREN'l'
TWO BEDROOMS for rent. Call eveningJ,
247·9680. Latin Amctican students weJ..

,,

'
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and FREE lESSONS from Jimmy Moore

Withdrawal FirSt Step
To Peace, Says Hatfield"

Bring your date for an inexpensive
and enjoyable ..,e"ing's entertainment

1!56·9075

3005 Central NE

Poetry Pres$ Group
To Hold Competition

•

'

format for a Public Health Service nurse student loan program.
-Further di11cussion of a compliance request from the U.S.
Dept, of Health, .Education and
Welfare dealing with ethnic origins of students.
-A report on arrangeml!nts
for distribution of bond monies
among the state universities during the next decade.
The meeting is scheduled fQr
8:30 a.m. in the Council Room of
the Student Union.

EXICO

. ''NATIONAL CHAMPION" Jimmy Moore's

Second, Hatfield said, the U.S.
By MELISSA HOWARD
The conflict in Viet Nam will must support-but not dominate
not be resolved until the United -the diplomatic front and allow
States withdraws its armed the Asians to handle negotiations.
forces and retu~·ns the military,
diplomatic, and economic initiative to the Southeast; Asian people, Sen. Mark Hatfield (R. Ore,)
said in a speech here Friday
night.
"The war in Viet Nam began
as a civil war but it has evolved
"John Lindsay and Charles
into an American war. The prim·
acy of interest, action and leader- Percy" were the two names mentioned by freshman Senator Mark
ship belongs to the Southeast
Asians, not to the Americans,'' Hatfield (R.-Ore.) in response
Hatfield said, speaking to a full to a Lobo inquiry concerning his
house at the UNM Concert Hall. preferences among 1968 Republican presidential possibilities.
Three-Point Plan
He added, however, that "there
Hatfield outlined a three-point
alternative policy, calling for the is a long list of good possibilities
U.S. to first de-Americanize the among Republicans."
Lindsay, now mayor of New
military front, because the basic
City, and Percy, junior sen•
York
character of the war must be
changed before progress in nego- ator for Illinois, a1·e both dark
horses in the competition for the
tiations is possible.
"This is their war; the cause is '68 Republican nomination.
The Lobo also asked New Mexworth fighting for," he said. Many
ico's
Governor Cargo whether he
Southeast Asian nations support
is
continuing
his support of Mi.the fight ,against Communism,
chigan's
George
Romney in the
and the U.S. must train and
equip native soldiers to substitute preliminary race by presidential
for American manpower, he said. hopefuls. His reply: ' 111m on a
fence."
Diplomatic Support

***

Sen. Hatfield Favors
Both Percy, Lindsay

play by

SHIRLEY KNIGHT

at

DUTCHMRN
™raJilYQu"T:::n':.

lEROI JONES

8:30

PLUS

*'CAN A WOMAN WHO HAS ANAFFAIR WITH A 8/IUIAME
HUNTlR. ANACTOR. A PSYCHIATRISTAND A SAilOR
- FlltD HAPPINESS WITH HER HUSBAND'?"

SEN. MARK HATFIELD, (R. Ore.) (left) meets Associated Students president John 1'horson (right) Friday night as Go,·ernor
David F. Cargo looks on. Hatfield spoke in the Concert Hall as
the year's first program in the Associated Students lecture series.
His appearance was co-sponsored by the Henry Kiker Memorial
Association. (UNM Photo)

coma.

ROOM & BOARD •
THE COLLEGE INN still hu some accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
!llaid & linen service, colo%' TV, swim·
llliam. POOl, laundry facilities, private
-parking, walking distance to campus
j:~odel'l!te)y priced. soa Ash NE. Phone

UNIVERSITY SHELL
2720 Central s.e.

~48-2881.

842-9148

'

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
P.m. o'! Monday & thursday. E & E
Tn!ewr•ter Service, 221'1 Coal SE Phone
243-0588.
•
CJIILD care, my home, UNM .area, oft
Pan·Am freeway. Phdne 242-6562. 9/18,
20, 21, 22.

OPEN 24 HOURS
General Tires

Gold Bond Stamps

THE No.1 OF ALL TIME!
~

FOR SALE
MOTORCYCLE, Yamaha 80ec. Iucludl!l!l
ll}IMage rack, dual mirrors & tum
••goals. $176.00. See Jay or Jobn Davis,
1008 Copper NE. 9/18, 20, 21, 22.
HELP WANTED
FREE room. & board for female in excbtoange for babyoitting from 2 :80 p.m.
11 :80 p.m. 5 days a week. Located on
Yale & Kathryn, Phone 842-8536, 9/18,
0
2 • 21, 22.
PERSONALS
"DATE APPLICATION with an Eligible
Bachelor" ll5f, 3 fot' $1.00. Royal EnterP1riaes, Box 1602, Santa F~ N.M. 87501.
9 18,·20, 21, 22.
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHADE!-!C POSTERS & BU'l'TONS. If we
don t have tbem, then you don't want
tbi!Dl, Send for samples and list. MADAM BUTI'ERFLY'S Gift Shop, (609
E, Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220,
W.ANTED: Good used typewriter, Call
Dave De Geer, Phone 277·2962.
we'll Jove you
BOOB
the flower shoppe

EVENING AT
MIDNIGHT

...

..OlE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST RLMif'

Hallowed tradition
of "pinning" a girl is
up-dated by
Sprite bottle caps.
According to an independent survey (we took it
ourselves), a startling new practice is becoming
widespread on some college campuses.
Suddenly, fraternity men are no longer "pinning"
the lovely young things that catch their eye.
Instead, they reach for a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite--and proceed to "cap"
~-""'"object
their affections.
Why has this
come about?
or what happens
.,_..., when you go
.
tle of Sprite.
It f1zzes! Roars! Buzzes! Ti
! Bubbles!
All of which makes for a much more moving moment
than to simply "pin" a girl.
Then, too, the intimacy or tlro people engaged
in the act of opening a bottle or Sprite in itself
leads to strong emotional involvement.
,
Capped off, of course, by the sharing of a
r~w m~ments of delicious abandon. (Tasting the
hngil.ng tar~ness. ot _Sprite, that is,)
The beauty~or the 1dea is that it the course
or true lov~tJlMs not run smooth ;·you don't have
to go t_o th!(~,;~~?,Uble of getting back your pin.

You'"'' 61ill:o•••ijllle

"THE CONNECTION"
Directed by Shirley Clark
Based on Jack Gelber's Play

September 23.-24.-25

5Qc
••

l

•

This film takes you on a strong
trip through the eestaciH and hells
of the junkey world. One room full
of grc>wll nlen wailing for the O:mboy to take awoy the pain.

TURN

Sat. 2a00 & 7a00 p.m.

our

TO

Sun. 2.00 & 7•00 p.tn.
Mon. 5:30 p.m.

TUitN ON

AT

UNION THEATRE

Viet Nom 'Peace Offensive' Forecast

*

•,j•

Editor's Note: Au Trong
Thanh, former finance and economic minister of South Viet
Nam, was kept from running for
president in the South Vietnamese elections because he planned
to campaign on a peace platform.
He has received several invita~ions to speak in the United
States, but at present the Saigon government has refused to
let him go, This article, written
shortly before· the Vietnamese
election, explains how he believes
peace can be brought to Viet
Nam. It was given exclusively
to collegiate Press Service by
Tran Van Dinh, Vietnamese jour•
nalist and CPS columnist.

By AU TRUONG THANH
Collegiate Press Service
Viet Nam is the t~ical example of a revolutionary war. 'the
long duration of this war has
enabled us to see the succl!ssive
steps of a development condition-

ed by th'e internal and external
circumstances.
Up until now all efforts made
to end or escalate the war have
proven ineffective. V i o 1 en c e,
which is normal in a conventional
war, has been used in vain. Pathetic appeals to stir up humani·
tarian feelings have been launched, also in vain. Offers of assistance with the lure of material advantages also were not responded
to as expected. All these failures
spread a climate of mistrust, of
discouragement, and of impotence in the face of the daily intensification of the war.
Rational Approach Sought
Why so? Because of the lack of
time for an analysis of the facts
with consideration of the opinions
of the country's nationals. It is
now the right time to fill this gap
and to find a rational approach to
the notion of peace within the
context of a revolutionary war,
First of all, let us analy:te the

0

:

-

~
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-

factors at the start of a revolutionary war. The individual human being is at the hub of the
revolutionary war and he bas to
be a native of the country. At the
beginning one must find all possi~
ble resources in order to influence
him psychologically to initiate the
armed .political struggle. Propaganda tools used by human beings
are but of minor importance, for
a man driven by a powerful motivation can achieve a lot with
ver crude equipment indeed. The
elements of motivation which a
man possesses to fight for a liberation war are :numerous but
they can be enumerated in. the
following order: the loss of national independence, dissatisfaction due to social injustice, bad
living conditions. If these components do not really exist, they
must be fabricated as needed.
Generally speaking, it takes

•

~

•

some time to start a revolution•
ary war because the primitive
peasantry can be politically transformed only under particular circumstances and with time. In
practice, the circumstances the
most conducive to a rapid and
violent explosion of a revolutionat war can be found in the nagative attitude of the colonial power
which refuses to grant genuine
independence to the colonized peo•
ple ,a fact that crystalli:tes all the
wil! for liberation of the people.
In the case of Viet Nam, the
mechanism had been launced by
the armed struggle to regain national independence. Once the
mechanism has been launced, the
process of development of the lib·
eration war went on a self-feeding system, because a war waged
on a larger scale strengthens the
(Continued on page 3)

The recent elections in South Viet
Nam proved that the people are
willing to negotiate to end the
war, he said.
He also called for the U.S. to
help establish a Southeast Asia
common market to build a regional economy.
"It is in the tradition of America to help people in need not to
b1·ing them to .dependency," he
concluded•
Criticizes Information
Hatfield critici?.ed the administration's refuaal to provide the
American people with adequate
information about the goals, objectives, cause, and progress of
the war.
"This war will touch the lives
of all Americans and the people
have the right to have honest and
believable information about the
war," he said. "If the American
public could tear away the illusion and propaganda and. learn
the real truth, they would demand a change," he said.
"Must Seek Truth"
The American people cannot be
their own governors unless they
seek out and act on the truth, he
said.
"We cannot blindly accept bad
policy in the name of patriotism,''
he said, "If our government becomes so authoritatively wrong
time Bftar time that it causes an
erosion of popular information,~
then how can we have popular
government" he asked.
The administration's support of
a continuing series of authori" ·
tarian military governments in
Viet Nam belies its stated objective to fight Communist aggression, Hatfield said.
Questions Purpose
"It is a far different purpose
to stop Communism on the one
hand and to save a political regime's scalp on the other/' he
said.
As a result of the Gulf of Ton·
kin resolutiun of 1964 "Congress
has lost the power to influence
United States policy and actions
in Viet Nam, Hatfield said.
"There is no longer a check and
balance by the Congress on th&.o•
war power of the President. We
vote after the fact on war appl'o•
(Continued on page 5)

Regenfs Spur Action

HEW Eases Requirement
On Racial Questionnaires
The Depattmcnt of Health,
Education, and Welfare has altered its requiretnl!nt fot• a student questionnaire determining
racial background due to the insistences of the UNM Regents
that students need not be confronted with such a poll, and that
some of the classifications Wel:e
iMdcquate.
UNM President Tom Popejoy
said yesterday that reports in
one of the local papers that the
Regents had "given in" to flEW
"were not true at all/' and that
"in fact, Health, Education, and
Welfare changed the rules for
us."
Popejoy said that UNM will
supply information to HEW because the purpose of the tequirement is to see that schools receiving federal aid do not practice
. id.i~crimirtation in cnrolln1ent,

scholarship benefits, and jobs.
But the information wit !not
come from a questionnaire re·
quired from students, he said, be•
cause of the objection of the
UNM Regents that the proposed
poll was inaccurately structured.
The classification included the
th1·ec helldirtgs of "White," "Negro,'' and "Other," the latter in~
eluding
Spanish
Americans,
American Indians, artd Orientals,
The Regents also indicated that
they objected to the general intrusion of the questionnaire upon
the students.
Popejoy said thnt the regents
received a wire from HEW saying that the questionnaire would
not be required if .UNM could
p1;ovide an estimation of the
numbers of students in various
categories, including those with
Spanish American surnames .

FAMED BALLET TEAM Dame Margot Fonteyn and Rudulf Nureyev will star in the film version
of Tchaikovsky's "Swan Lake" at 7 p.m. in the contert Hall Oct. 5 and 6. The full-tenth color ~lm,
made in Vienna, was produced to present Fonteyn and Nureyev in their most popular roles. Fon•
tcyn and Nureyev, often compared to Pavlova and Nijinski, perfotm all four acts of the tragic love
story. Tickets for the ballet1 which is part of the Performing Arts Film Series, are on sale at the
Concert II all box office at $1 for students and $2 for faculty .
•.

•
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B.ut he hates Lyndon Johns()n,
He says America is dead and
"out of its mind." He pointed to
hippies · who came up and introduced themselves and said, "You
see, they love. They don't hate.
He disagl'ees with the printer's
politics, believing that Commu·
nism is a good system. "Communists are the most beautiful
people in the world," he eail.
But he thinks people should
have private property to protect
themselves from big government.
The hippie life is not all !!Omfort and ease. They have several
problems-three of which are
health, tourists and the police.
The. former printer coughed all
during our conversation, and when
another man came up and introdnced himl!elf they compared illnesses like two women on the
phone.
, "Best way to get over bronchitis, man, is to get three bottles of Vick's congh syrup drink
it down and by the time yon
come down the bronchitis isn't
bothering you.''
San Francisco policeman Leo
McGuire said of the hippies,
"They say cleanliness is a social
disease. They don't take care of
.themselvesJ" He has patrolled
Haight St. for ten years. The
hippies have only been there in
large numbet•s for a year and a
half.
Tourists Are A Hangup
Tou1· busses have started going
through the district now and
Haight St. is often full of cars
with tourists taking pictures. The
hippies say they try to love them,
but they dislike them.
"They want us to entertain
them. We want to love them. We
;resent them because they make a
circus out of us. If they would
take us seriously we would get
along."
Ingroup Communication
Further resentment of the tourist is shown in signs in windows.
Like one which read, "Hey gang,
Let's all communicate with the
tourists with the Universal Sign
Language. :When you see the Gray
Line bus coming: 1) raise arm,
2) clench fist, 3) extend finger,
4) grin.''
We could not determine the justification of the complaint of ·police harassment. One police car
sat in the district. A motorcycle
officer rode up to the drug stores
and talked for a while. And the
police ~trot in two's at night. But
even they are not sure how much
of the crime is attributable directly' to the hippies.
"We can't tell. They attract
the strong-arm element by their
presence. But we can't tell how
much of the actual crime-petty
shoplifting and stuff-is done by
them," McGuire said.

82 Begin Studies
In General Honors
UNM enl'olled 82 freshmen in
the General Honors program this
fall.
Each year selected freshmen
are entered in the program on
the basis of superior grades in
high. school and noteworthy per•
formances on placement examina·
tions. The four-year program, bean in 1957, is a full-scale academic project leading to honors at
graduation.
Participants follow the . General Studies curriculum as part of
their normal program in addition
to their honor courses. A regUlarly sehduled coJloquium, a class
involving all students in a talking session with no lectures, is
included in the honors program.
A close student-teacher relationship also characterizes the program with about 15 students and
two professors reading and dis·
eutn!ing major works, such as
the GJ'eek tlassics, Huckleberry
Finn, and King Lear. ·
Dr. .Dudley Wynn, director ol
General Honors, !lays the goal
of the program is to give the
superior student a chance to develop his mental faculties to the
utmost.

Most anyone will mll.ke his own
observations about the hippies.
McGuire says they take advll.ntage of others.
"They use the word love as a
lul'e. True love doesn't exist here,"
he said. He used the example of
hippies who walk up to a child
with a donut and take a big bite
<>f the pastry.
A young man dressed in a pink
shirt apd carrying a teddy bear'
walked up and stood in a doorway. The son of a well-to-do Seattle bn~;~inessman, the clean and
slightly long-haired youth considers himl!elf apart from the hip·
pies. He is, too. He owns house-

boats and collects rent each.
month.
"I'm not a hippie, not a beat.
Maybe a b()hemian. I've had two
and one-half years at Reed College in biochemistl•y, I could be a
doctor. I want to travel in Europe.
"Besides," he said, "you don't
have to be dirty t() be a hip person. They tlllk about the t()urists
a11d try to fake out the cameras.
But they are doing the same
things they complain about in
other _Pe()p]e.''
He 'Says he has little problem
getting rent from the hippies because jobs are plentiful and they

•
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How Many Graduate Students
Live at Your House?
We Have38
The reason is that the College Inn provides the
special academic environment necessary for serious ~tudents .... Closeness to classes and the library. Nearness to other students taking the same
courses. Privacy in quiet apartment like surroundings. No family distractions as when living at home.

Sound Interesting?
For More Information Contact the College Inn

Phone 243-2881

303 Ash N.E.
.

Sorority Open Rush Now Being Held at U. . _

•··:·•first Lovelace Speech Set
· .· "Th6 · first William Ea!ldolph
Lovelace II Memol•ial Lecture
will be given Friday, Sept. 29,
at the Concert Rall. Dr. Robert
C. Seamans Jr., Deputy Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), will speak on
''Man's Role in Space Flight."
This lectureship has been es-

tablished as a tribute to Dr. William Randolph Lovelace II by
his Pl'Of~Jssional colleague~;~ at the
Lovelace Clinic and Foundation.
These annual lectureship~> will
be in thP. humanities and sciences
and wil lbe given by llutstanding
speakers of the world,
The late Dr. Lovelace was president and director of the Love-

UNM s()roritiea are currently
holding open rush for women,
which will continue through the
8-weeks gradi11g period.
All prospective rusheea must
fill out a formal rush application
in the dean of women's office. in
the administration building. Girls;

lace Foundation for Medical Research and Education and served
closely with Dr. Seamans in
NASA. He worked first a~;~ a consultant for NASA, a11d finally

who participated in formal rush
and did not pledge must contact
Miss Elder in the Dean's office to
have their rush application re·
activated.
Information concerni11g open
rush may be obtained in the dean's
office.

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a "park-in?"

Research Approved
Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System

Project Them is to Support U. Team
During Study of Nuclear Radiation
A UNM proposal for research
dealing with effects of nuclear
radiation on electronics ·components such as transistors and
micro-circnits is one of a select
group of reseal·ch ventures cho~;~en
for support by the U.S. Department of Defense in its new "P1·o·
ject Themis/'
The UNM proposal came f1·om
the departments of math and electrical engineering and the bureau
of engineering research. It has
space travel as well as military
applications. Dt·. Wayne Grannemann, prQfessor of electrical engineerin gand director of the engineering reseal·ch bureau, heads
up the radiation effects l'e~;~earch
team.
The UNM program, he said,
will involve both experimental and
theoretical work designed til reveal more knowledge about what
happens to mate1•ials used in electronics devices when they at·e el<posed to radiation. He said radiation could be caused by nuclea1·
weaponry or othet• sources like the
Van Allen Radiation Belt.
While the UNM proposal has
been okayed by the U.S. Office of
Naval Research, funding for the
long-range program is still being
negotiated. A tentative figure of
$185,000 for the first year has
been announced, and the university bas approval to begin wo1·k
this :fall.
Project Themis was instituted
by the Defense Department to
help de\"elop new academic centers of excellence in science and
technology which would supply
the department with needed re-

.'
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either work or put up with someone who supports them.
He doesn't run with the hippies
and considers himself a law-abiding person. But asked if he uses
dope he says, "It's more common
every day.''
They have a curious s()cietysort of like a convention where
no one knows anyone but every.
one introduces himself. Children
are welcome-so are the teenagers eager to learn about Love
and pot and acid.
As we left, the printer hippie
put his arms around us and blessed us. It was all very friendly,
and the district was peaceful. But
somehow it was too peaceful and
the bells on the printer's belt remained in my eye. The bells and
the cough.

Reporter Calls ~aight -Different:'
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) We boarded the bus on Market
St. and felt just like any other
two people boarding a bus. JJut
when we got off 15 minutes later
on Haight St. (pl'onounced
"hate") s()mething was diffel'ent.
Haight st. was busy that noon.
The cars and busses passed in the
street, shoppers walked past
stores and women passed with
children in theil' al'ms. The usual
tall Victorian houses wel'e quiet.
But Haight is the hippies' district, thel'efore different. Some
call it a zoo, others a commune,
c 11ndthe hippies call it a love society. There cars do not whizthey creep and cameras poke
through their open windows.
There shoppers may beg for their
mom~y. Children may ride papoose boards.
College Students Foreign
All this left us feeling foreign
in our typical college clothes. We
knew we looked like tourists when
a cold-looking young man with
curly brown hair bristling from
under a yellow cap approached
us and asked for change.
On one corner we stopped to
talk to a group of cameramen
from the British Broadcasting
Company. They had been in the
Haight area for a month making
a documentary in color to show
to British audiences. This particular morning they were set up
on the corner by the Drugstore
Cafe-the main gathering place
for the hippies.
As we talked with the crew, a
man wearing a leather vest, but
no shirt, walked up and looked
over my shoulde1·. His hair was
thin and straight and falling in
his eyes. A large medallion lay
just above his protruding stomach.
We asked him where he was
from.
Divine Revelation
"I'm down from heaven. I'm
God" was the reply.
"How long will you. be here'?"
"I'll be here as long as I can
continue being me. "Being God
is the grooviest part of being."
It was a cold, gray day, and
occasional
:raindrops
made
splotches on th sidewalk. But the
man said he didn't mind the cold.
Then he returned to the group
of 10 or 12 hippies sitting on the
sidewalk by the cafe. One was
playing a gUitar and a harmonica
at the same time. He wore a
blanket and his hair reminded me
of Phyllis Diller. A green cape
kept out the cold.
Near him a dark-haired girl,
wearing an Indian headband,
clapped her hands. Another squatter raised a half gallon of milk
to his mouth. His neighbor hug. ged a dog.
Charity Buys Meals
Soon someone came :from the
gl'OUp and began to line up coins.
They said they wanted to buy
Haight St. and asked fo:t more
coins. Where was the line going? "All the way to Market St."
Later we learned it was probably
going to buy the next community meal.
This is the life of Haight St.
during the day. What motivates
it depends on the people you talk
to. They don't all share every
philosophy, but Lo\"e is an important word in their vocabulary.
One man dressed all in corduroy with three tiny bells dangling .from his belt, talked about
his life. He had been a printer
in North Carolina, he said, and
then be bad worked for the government in Washington, D.C.
That was the immoral part of his
life, he said.
Now that he is a dope pusher,
he considers himself a moral man
and is concerned about his civil
liberties. Asked about his civil
responsibilities, he said,
"I fulfill them, I pay taxes. I
vote. I don't lie, steal, or even
play complicated social games.''
Love Is Necessary
He has a philosophy of govern•
ment too. A former Communist,
he now believes democracy to be
the best system, but says, "People have to .be able to trust one
another and love one another before any system will work.''
Nearby stood Gary, a curly
haired man from Detroit who
wore a button that said, 11All I
want is Love.''

25~
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search. A secondary objective is
to set a wider geog~·aphical distribution of Defense research
funds.
Fifty projects were selected fo~·
final consideration ftom sevel'al
hundred submitted. One of the
major considerations was that
Themis programs should contribute to the long range educational goals of the universities.
Many of the UNM graduate
students, Dr. G~·a~t!lemann noted,
have had experience in radiation
effects at Sandia Co1·p., Los Ala~
mos Scientific Laboratory, or the
Air Force Weapons Laboratory at
Kirtland AF Base.
There are now more than 160
persons seeking the ma~;~tet·'s
degree in electrical engineering
at UNM, and ~;~orne 40 working
towa1·ds the doctorate in that
field. Project Themis, D1·. Grannemann said, will provide additional support for graduate .students. At least eight are expected
to be added this fall.
Working on the reseat•ch team
with Prof. Grannemann are Dr.
G. Milto!l Wing, professor of
mathematics; Dr. William J.
Byatt, professor of electrical en·
gineering; Dr. Harold Dea11
Southward, associate professor of
EE; Dr. Llewellyn Boatright,
Jr., associate professor of EE;
Dr. Harold T. Cates, visiting assistant p1·ofessor of EE; and Dr.
Goebel Davis, Jr. 1 a 1·esearcb. associate.
Other faculty members pl·obably will be added to wot·k parttime in the program in future,
Dr. Grannema:nn said.

~

Attention Bowlers!
-and those who haven't yet started
-or are out of prCictic:e
When the S.U.B. lanes are crowded or
for the low budget date off campus

DR. ROBERT SEAMANS, JR.
as director of space medicine for
tbat agency.
He held this position until his
death in December, 1965•
Dr. Lovelace has been called
a great patriot, humanitarian,
philantht·opist, scientist, a n d
leader. Re was influential in
helping to solve many of the
ilation'~;~ pt·oblems during both
Wol'ld War II and the Korean
conflict and through much of the
pioneering age of aviation and
space medicine.
.
Dr. Seamans, who has bee11 active in the fields of missiles and
aeronautics since 1941, was associated professionally with Dr.
Lovelace at NASA.
Dr. Seamans' address will be
published in the journal of Aerospace Medicine. Reprints will be
made available.

Vietnamese PUsh
For PeaC·e Seen
(Continued from page 1)
factors found at the start of a
l'evolutionary war.
In effect, :Ui ideological . war
with foreign intervention that follows the war for independence
worsens the thirst for national
sovereignty.
Also the war, alienating the
city folks from the farmers,
causes mote social injustice,
creating at tbe same time among
city folks a widening gap between
war p1·onteers and war sufferers,
thus aggravating a dangerous social imbalance.
Finally the war, the destruction it entails, the displMement
of .people it creates, cause a
steady deterioration of material
living conditions.
.
Thus, if the movement of lihe
revolutionary war encounters oP·
position, this opposition will be
enhanced by" a reaction as power·
ful as the force exerted by the
movement itself; it in turn initi·
ates a more violent opposition and
starts to snowball. In this way n
development process takes -place
inexorably with the cumulative
result and with no end ln sight.
2 Hypotheses C11nsidcrcd
Two hypotheses nre to be con•
sidet·cd:
.
.
l. Either the machinery oppos·
ing the revolutional'Y wn~· is n?t
J>trong enough and the time will
surely come when that machinery
will be overrun bY• what is• called
u
"the general countet•oft'ens1Ve.
2. Or the machine opposi11g the
revolutionary . war is nssisted
:from without. In such a case, the
interplay of actions and l'C!Ictions
will go 011 fo1· a long time unless

••

the fighting machine wears out.
Even in such a case, the revolutionary forces will not be wiped
out because as long as human beings are still moved by strong vo·
litical motivations the revolutionary war will go on. It will be a
war of attrition, the end of which
can only be seen in a w01·ld war.
Only 011e Peace Possibility
If the above analysis is correct,
tl1en we will have to deny the possibility" of peace in the course of
u revolutionary war and let our~
selves sink i11to pessimism. But
we feel that one possibility of
peace and only one docs exist.
Within this precise c;ontext, the
powerful psyc~lllogicl\1 nwtivation which can effectively act on
the human being is. the desh·e :for
peace. This desire :for peace has
come from the populace and can
be, as the need arises, excited and
blown up to embrace as many
people as ~ossible.
O!JIIOrtunity Is Unique
The birth of this desire amid
an atmosphere of prolonged wat·,
coupled with the :fear of. death,
will cut down ot· neutralize the
effects of psychological motiva•
tions.
With popular support--without which .l'!Wolutionary war is..
not llOSsible - now directed toward peace, the war itself will
stop spreading tmd then mo\"e
downward. '!'he machine opposing
the l'evolutionary war will also
hnve to follow suit. Then favorable conditions fo1• negotiations
will pl'eVail.
Aftet' long and painful years
of war, Viet Nam nnds itself
£ncing these conditions.

:.:·: ..
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LOMAS BOWL INC.
7400 Lomas Blvd. NE

'
268-3396

is providing

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY RATES
of three lines for $1.00
and includes rental shoes for all
open bowling day and night
front 9 A.M. to closing-upon
presentation of your UNM IP
card.
instruc:tion and special
on bowling equipment
are also available to university
personnel.
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''this newNotelco Recbugeable Tdpleheader
pac::ks the longest charge in history. .. . .
Or economics. Or math. Or wherever you shave.
Either way you'll get No reT co
Elective II: the Noreko Tripleshaves that are 35% closer. So header 35T. The closest, fastest,
dose, we dare to match them most com ·
e shaver on
with a blade.
wheels with
But comfortable too because
a cord. The
w~ks of dose, fast, comfort·
Norelco Microgroove'''l>l'float·
Norelco Tri·
able Notd~o shaves.
. lug heads' and rotary blades
pleheadcrs.
And you can use the Recharge• strokeyourwhiskersawaywilh·
The biggest
able Tripleheader 45C1 artya nkk or .a pinch. . .
wheels on
where because itwotks with or outThere's
a
trimmer for
campus,
without a cord.
sideburns.
fea·'--------.J
totes than any otl!rer .shaver.

And it delivers twice as many
snaves per charge as any other
rechargeable. All you have lo do
is charge it overnight for two
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The Rowan Column
McNamara's New Wall
•

By CARL T. ROW AN

WASHINGTON-This seems to be the year of the W11ll.
ll'irst, Defense Sec. Robert McNamara discloses that we are going
to build some kind of barrier to wall off South Viet Nam from Communist infiltrators.
Then it is revealed that we are rebuilding, or reinforcing, the wall
designed to screen off South Korea from Communist infiltrators f-rom
North Korea.
j:ll'ow, McNa1i1ara says the United States will start this year to
spend $5 billion on a radar-missile screen to protect this count1·y from
a missile attack.
There is sardonic irony in MeN amara's assertion that the anti-missile systeln is designed primarily against attack by the Chinese who,
till now, were the most noted practitioners of this f~ttile business of
• building great walls of protection.
·~

,,

:;:

So what McNamara should have said is that we are beginning a
$5 billion system this year, but now that we have started down this
road you can expect to spend 10 times that, and more.
The truth is that the "thin" anti-missile system that McNamara
announced is already obsolete in terms of the only source from which
a missile attack on the U.S. could come: the Soviet Union.
Russia has a large enough stockpile of warheads, and the technical
ability to use decoys, that would enable it to penetrate this thin system by launching more missiles toward the U.S. than the system can
intercept.
.

*

1!1

.. *

'I'

When fears of attack are so great in some minds, it is naive, perhaps, to even dream of avoiding such a wastage of resources on this
kind of "wall."
Yet, our latest wall seems particularly shortsighted when I recall.
the famous "we will bury you" line by former Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushche-v. The Russian was talking of defeating us through economic, political, cultural, diplomatic and propaganda means, but we
keep making policy as though he -spoke only of using nuclear war. heads and supersonic aircraft.
' stomachs, the hopeless hearts, the embittered minds of millions I
t still think the "Communist invasion" will be through the empty
just saw in Latin America who are hungry and harassed. And through
the hearts and minds of those in Asia, Africa-and yes, our own coun•
try-who are alienated and desperate.
McNamara's new wall would seem prudent enough to me if we
were also spending $5 billion more a year to fence out hunger and
sickness, and to man the ideological ramparts a little better.

e

Editor's Note: This is the last
of three articles by .a special
CPS co.-respondent in Africa.
Collegiate Press Service
CAPETOWN, South Afric!l,
(CPS)-"We have very little to
look forward to in South Africa,"
the white president of the N ational Union of South African
Students (NUSAS) told the Luthuli funeral, "but we do what we
can and must."
These are not the kind of re·
marks one usually hem·s from a
.student politician. They sound
tired and despairing when one expects inspil•ation Ol' at least inflated self-impol·tance. Margaret
Marshall admitted later she was
depressed "because the whole situation is so depl'essing."

The response to his banning
has been volatile and immediate:
a poster vigil was begun on the
steps of a downtown ch"Urch and
mass staff-student 1·allies are
planned. At the vigil, student!'~
carried signs nm1·ked with swastikas asking.: "Whe1·e is the rule
of law?" and "Who Next?" Two
gil·ls carried daffodils and held
up posters repeating t.he familiar
American slogan, "A Free University in a Free Society." Protest aaginst the a1·bitra1·y banning are stili mounting but with
an unknown impact, S9me white
think the gove1·nment went too
fa1· on this one, but whether any
change will be made remains to
be seen.
Student protest in this country
is limited by the same forces
which make student action expected and ineffectual elsewhere.
Students have no decisive role in
the economy or polity and their
rebellions are tolerated and
ignored, Yet in this country, student xesistence seems desti ncdto
increase. Whether it will take a
political direction OJ' not-or
whether there is room fol' many
post-student t•ndicals in South
Africa-is dependent on many
non-student forces and cannot be
easily predicted.

•

I have the feeling that McNamara's line about our new system bE!• ing "Chinese oriented" was an effort to avoid prodding the Soviets
into moving ahead faster with a "thicket•" anti-missile system. He
also would surely hope that the Russians will nat rush pell-mell to
build up their offensive capacity to a point where they feel certain
of being able to penetrate our system.
If that was McNamara's intentioll, 1 predict it will not work. The
Russians are already pressing almost franticaUy to increase their
stockpile of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles. McNamara's announcement surely will not slow them down in their construction of an
anti-missile system. It may scuttle the fragile chance that the Soviets
would agree that both sides refrain from building the terribly costly,
eventually inadequate, ABM systems.

e

dent activities. Hoffenberg is an
adviser to NUSAS.

*
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Unlike student unions in some
countries which steer cleal' of
politics, NUSAS takes active
political stands and suffers the
consequences. Last year, its president, Lan Robe1·tson, who is now
studying in England, was banned.
An engaging and articulate person, Miss Marshall has also been
the cetner of personal attacks,
intimidation, and constant su1·veillance by security police.
In its 43-year history, NUSAS
has always been an active and
liberal voice in a conservative
millieu. Some years ago, some of
its leaders were implicated in alleged sabotage efforts; and most
evm•ything it does invites extt·eme rightwing attacks and controve1•sy. It was a cause celebre
last year because it invited Senator Robert Kennedy to the country for his whirlwind four-day
visit. Pi'ivately, NUSAS leaders
were disappointed by Kennedy's
vagueness and self-serving pub·
licity antics but his tour did gen·
e1•ate a considerable nation-wide
stir.

IvicN a mara did say, howeve1·, that it would be "insane and suicidal"
for Communist China to launch a missile attack on the United States.
The larger truth is there is not one shred of evidence, intelligence, or
anything else to suggest that Red China contemplates doing so.
It is simply inconceivable that the Peking regime, however insane
it may behave occasionally, would order such an attack on the United
States until China possesses a nuclear a1·senal infinitely more powerful than it will have for the next few years. And when China is powerful enough for such an attack to have a chance of being more than an
act of national suicide, the "thin" system that McNamara has announced will be woefully inadequate.

•

Poet Ferlinghetti
90.1 Mcs.
Will Read Works
In Series Opener Sw-ingline
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So this is South Africa on the
tip of the black continent where
the white man has synthesized a
modern nation out of a compound
of anti-communism, racial superiority1 and investment capital. Although apartheid is ritually de-

nounced each year at the United
Nations, Western countries who
join the condemnations step u;p
tr11de 11nnually. South Africans
drive GM and ll'ord cars, and
American consumer products increasingly find their way into the
shops. While American di·plomats
cary condolences to the berieved
widow of an African leader, the
U.S.
government
encourages
trade and investment which
strength apartheid. France and
Britain are no better even if they
a1·e somewhat less hypacriticai.
Even the Communist countries,
including China, despite official
rhetoric, have their "understandings" with this center of the
world's gold diamonds, and uranium.
The country itself is beautiful,
with dramatic landscapes and
some of the world's best beaches.
You can stop your car on a wind·
ing mountain road overlooking
the Indian Ocean. Wild baboons
climb on the hood and shake you
down for food. But it is a tragic
land which is carrying far more
explosive monkeys on its back.

*

At the end of his address at the
late Chief Luthuli's funeral, author Alan Paton said calmly:
"The Sun Rises
And the Sun Sets
Aand Tomonow It Rises
Again.
Nkosi Sikeli Afdka."
(God Help Africa)
Q-What is the :final expiration
date for World War II veterans
to apJ)lY for a GI loan?
A-July 25, 1967.

CALLING U.
MONDAY-W,.tern Eloctrlc Luncheon:
Union 139W, 12 noon.
College o£ Nursing; Union 253, 1 :15 p.m.
Film Fare: "Cleopatra": Union Theater,
.5 :30 p.m. Admis!!ion 25 cents.
Pan hellenic Council; Union Council
Room, 3 :30 p.m.
Town Club ; Unl<m C<>UMil Room, 6 :30

Besides importing speakers,
NUSAS has an ambitious, al·
though financially starved, pro·
gram of student sc.-vices, train•
ing programs, and assistance to p.m.
Town Club Pkgcs; Union 2500; 6 :30
political prisoners. Illegal on all p.m.
.
Alpha KIIPPa Lambda Alethlans: Union
African campuses, NUSAS is a
7 :00 p.m.
multi-racial organization and has 231D:
Alpha 1(1Jppll Lumbda; Union 231C;
'I
:00
p.m.
led and supported student insurDcllll Sigma Phi; Union 25Dl3: 7:30p.m.
gency on campuses throughout
TUESDAY-Graduate School: Union
Room: 9 :30 p.m.
the country. "NUSAS/' one stu- Council
Student-Faculty Al!llooiaiion
Board:
dent leader who is currently Union
250A: 11 :30 a.m.
•
, Senate Finance Committee, Union Colinbanned on his own campus told
Room : 2 :30 p.m.
me, "is one of the few things y()u ellHomecoming
ConunittEe; Union 250E;
'1:00
p.m.
can do in South Africa/'
Program Directors~. Union Theater,
Partly because of NUSAS's 7:00
p.m.
Hillel; Union 231A; 'I :30 p.m.
prodding but primarily because ()f
ProRram Directorate: Union 231C,D,E:
increasing government encroach- 250B,C: 25<1: 7:30p.m.
Student
Education Association; Union
ments on the universities, a new 231D: 7 :30 p.m.
spirit of revolt is -visible on South
Chakaa: Union 250D: 9:15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY-A.W.S.: Union 231A,B:
African campuses. One such ()Ut· 3:30p.m.
burst was ignited recently at the
Univef!!lt!t United Fund Movie; Union
Union Th""ter: 3 <30 p.m.
University of Capetown in the Movie;
Delta Sigma PI: Union Council Room :
aftermath of the banning of an 7:00 p.m.
Student SC!IIate: Union 25DB·O: 7:00
internationally prominent profes· p.m.
sor of medicine. Dr. Raymond
l>lountalneering Club: Union 231A·B:
p.m.
·
Hoffenberg, tlle country's top 7:30
Youn~e D<!moc:rat.o Debate: Union Tbeat•
gland specialist and author of c.r _: 7 :30 p.m.
_
T!lURSDA Y-CoJiege or Nu!i!ing, Union
scientific articles, has been forbid- 231B:
7:30 p.m.
den to publish or take part in stuNew Mexico Union Staff, Union CoUn•

La Dolce Vita-byfranlc Jacome

...,.

eil Room: 2:00 p.m.

A.W.S. Judicial Board; Union Council
Room: G:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization: Union
231A ; 7 :00 p.m.
Atl~enturc Fiilm: Gene Wianco, "The
Mystery or the Balkans": Concert Hall,
7:30p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union 231E ; 7 :30
J!.m.

Gamma Sll!nla Slgmn; Union 231D;
7:30p.m.
FRlDAY - Principals <J! Secondary
Schools; Union 231B•E: 9:00p.m.
Student Aids: Union 250A; 9:00 p.m.
Albuquerque Public Schools Lunchi!On,
Union S. Ballroom, 12 noon.
A.W.S. Executive Committee; Union
231A; 3:30 p.m.
Foreign Film: "The Shop on )lain
Str~ct"; Union Theater: 7 :10 p.m. Ad•
MIB.IIIon 2G cents.
Baha'I: Union zatD: 8 :00 p.m.
ltlt Annual William ltandolph Lovelace
U Lceturc: Robert C. Seaman•• "Man's
Role in Space Flight' ; Concert Hall: 11:00
p,m. Lovelllee ltcccption ; Union DCllcrt
Room, 9 :00 p.m.
SATURDAY-Social Chairman's Coun·
cfl: Union 253; 10 :oo a.m.
Dairy Connell or the Rio Grande LunCh·
eon: Union 139E&W; 12:30 p.m.
I.F.C. - l'anhellcnlc Chairmen ; Union
Desert lt0<1m, 12:30 p.m.
Saturday Film Fare: "Ship ot Fools":
Union Th~atet: 7 :10 p.m. Admi..fon 25
cents.
Fllcult:; Wives Club Newc:omers l'•rtY:
Unlim Ballroom: 8 p.m,
Albuqu~r(J\1~ Ch11ptet o! the SoutbwCllt
Dlslri.:t o! the Society (or the Prcserva·
tlott and Encouragement of Barbershop
Singing in America; Concert Hall: 8 :15
p.m4

SUNDAY-sundll:; Film Farel "Ship <>f
Fools"; Union Theater 6, 8:00 p.m. Ad·
m!.. lon 25 eenb.

att;'M

EXCAVATING A SITE near the D. H. l.awrence.ranch north of Taos in search of ancient relics are
(from left) Karen Klett, UNM graduate student; Ma.-y Ellen Murchio, UNM sophomore; Tony Ugarte, Bolivia; Jane Bennett, and Melinda Cagara. The live took part in a summer dig conducted by
Anthropology Museum Curator Jerry Brody. Over 250 pots were discovered during the dig and
will form the nucleus of a major exhibit to Open Oct. 9 at the Museum. The show will be the fifth
major display held at the Museum since its opening four years ago.

U Fraternities Pledge 223
The following 223 UNM students pledged the 12 gl·eek-letter
ft•atcrnities at the end of fall
l'USIJ:

ALPHA EPSILON PI: 'Cod Freedman,
David JI(!islcr~ Bruce K1avan. Denis Rosser,
J\Hchnel Shaffnn.

ALI'HA KAPPA LAMBDA: Mike Carrillo, Charles Hewitt. Raymond Padilla.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA: Lam:ence Gore,
David Jensen, Willl&m Hanna, Steve
Reyes.
KAPPA ALPHA: Barry W. Anderson,
Tct·ry Bixler, George Brooks~ Richnrd DeKncct, J"osc)lh Geeslin, l\1i~haol Hansen,
Charles Hill, Leroy Huenreld, Frank Jones,

Removal of Troops From Viet Nam
First Step to Peace, Says Hatfield
(Continued From Page 1)
priations, approving expenses
that already have been made.
We could defeat the entire bud·
get and it would not bring one
single boy home, Hatfield said.
'l'wo Obligations
The American people have two
obligations to their soldiers in
Viet Nam, he said. First they
1

68 Photo Annual

Features U. Staff
Three UNM graduate assist..
ants and the chairman of the
UNM art department are represented in the newly I"eleascd
Photography Annual 19GB.
Their photographs, all untitled
were produced during an advanced seminar conducted by
Van Deren Coke, whose work is
gaining national recognition.
The graduates arc Cavalierrc
Ketchum, Jim Kt·aft and Jantes
Alinder.
a-DEADLINE FOR GRANT
Applications are due Sept. 30
for United States government
grant :for study-abroad in 196869 under the Fulbright-Hays fellowship program.
Gerald M. Slavin, campus Fulbright adviser, said application
forms are still available at his
office, 1717 Roma, NE. The
grants cover graduate study or
research as well as study and
profeasional training in the craa•
tive and performing arts.
The program, administered by
the Institute o:f International Education, is made possible Ullder
the Fulbright-flays Act, which
annually provides more than 800
grants for study in 52 foreign
countires.

need full financial support to allow them to complete their jobs.
"We have no right to take out
our dissention on them," he said.
"The war is not their responsibility but they take the risk.''
Second, the U.S. must use all
its abilities to extricate the soldiers from "that bloody situation," he said.
Victory "Impossible"
"Thet·e is no possibility for a
military victory in Viet Nam,"
Hatfield said. Attempting to destory all Communist centers in
Viet Nam would mean the destruction of all of North Viet
Nam and much of South Viet
Nam, he said, And the ex,periences of London and Hamburg in
World War II demonstrate that
bombing alone will not "bring a
nation to its knees," Hatfield
said.
Hatfield does not support .the
so-called domino theory of the inevitability of Communist takeover in all of Asia if one nation
falls.
.
"The biggest domino-Chinahas already fallen. Internal
forces, not solely outside aggression, bring about revolution/' be
said.

SDS Alert Session
Students for a Democratic Society will hold an "alert session"
t()rnorrow night at 8 p.m. in the
FrtJe Speaeh Area of the Union
to discuss "Tierra and Libertad,"
the 11eW Chicano militnney in New
Mexico. A spokesman and member of the Alianza Federal de
Mercedes, Felix Martinez, will
help with the discussion nnd present the case :for the Alianza, Indian militnnts have also been invited to the session.

BEN•s BARBER SHOP
AND HAIRSTYLING

Bruce Lars~n, John Leyba, Bruce Mn.Jpney1
Mark McLaren, Mark Mood:;, John Olguin,
Alan Pease, Dan Piraino, Greg Roach,
Scott Russell, Art Serrano, Ed Sims,
Charles Wells, David Wood, Gordon B.
Wrinkle.
LAMBDA Ctil ALPHA: Ed Allen,
David Babb, Benjamin Bowles, Reid
Brown, Walter Dingman, Lynn Johnston,
Ernest Kilker, Donald Libby, David Ma·
cias, J crry Medley, Gregory .MontgomeryJ
John Moralos, Jack Nichols, Chnr!os Noe,
Ronald Trammel, Robert Ulmer, Charles
Wood.
PHI DELTA THETA: Donald Ball, R.
Clifford Carper, Rudy Chavez, Jeff Cornell,
.Tohn Cometti, William Dalton, Leonard
DeLayo, Jr,, Lee DeMartino, Joe. Gnllacbcr, Robert Graham, S. Scott Hanan,
Gary Hatch, Philip D, Hennig, John
Hiatt, James Houghton, Michael D. Jones,
Kevin Kelly, Steve Koppers, Charles Leh·
man, •rom McDonaJd, Jim Schloss, Fred·
cricl< Thurman, Jim Tilford, Kennetah
Todd, Rucbcn Underwood, Jim White,
Mark Wiesen.
PHl GAMA DELTA: Dougan Anderson,
Roy Armstrong, Michael Bolling, Charles
Burns, Douglas CMtccl, John H. Clark,
William Cocke, .Toe Cornzzi, Lynn Eaves,
lWber~ Ebert,
James Garretson. Greg
Goforth, Gary House, Randy John•on,
Michael Koch, Doug Landen~, Clarke Lane,
Robert G. Mac Gregor, Robert Mohr, Bob

Moore, Mal'k Naylor. Thomns O'Donnell,

J. Ricllards, Rt>ndy Rubin, George Shortie,
Ron Sievers, John Sigler, Timothy Weava.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA: Edward Adams,

David Baker. Gary Brummer~' Donald
Dixon, Totn Gareis, Jrurtes Jon~, David

Lawrie, Pablo Martinez, Charles Ohlin,
Antonio Olmi, Stephen Patrick, Rudy
Phillips, James Postel, Harold Ratcliff,
Donald Robini!On, John S. Ragen~, Marco
Sanguinetti.
PI KAPPA ALPHA: Richard B:;rd,
John Byrne, Dwi~ht Crabtree, Thomas
Dawson, Ricllard Fleming, Karl Gustafson, Ralph Hill, Phill Incram, Ray Johnl!Olt, John S. Lloyd, Steven Ludlow, Michael Madry. George E. Martin, Gary S.
Miles, Donald MontOY4. .Tulio Morera,
J eromc M()ya, La Wl'Cncc Pucdni; Tom
Schrank, Jim Shuler, Frank Taylor.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSlLON: Patrick
Abel, Chrl!! Barrett, Les Bowles, ·Andy
Boyd, Thomas Boyden, Gary Burge, Ro·
bert Burpo, Jim Burton, Robert Butler,
Peter Cappelli, Barth Chudik, Joe Cruig,
Dick Fisher, Randy. Glover, Bill Gray,
Arthur HDYtnlln, Chuck Hines, Torn Hogg,
Dwain Knight, John Lewis, Danny Me·
Lean, .Royce Milaskey, Bruce Pumn, Max
Sanchez, Charles S.rns, Joe Sz>'lllanskl,
BIU Thomt~san. Dee 'l'relldwcll, William
Vance, James Wilson.
SIGMA CHI: John Black, J'obn Bookout,
Robert Calvani, Terty Cisco, Richard Clif·
ton, Pat Gattney, Richard Grebe, Jay
Greer, Frank Groesbeeck, MartY Jlibbs,
Tom Jones, Mike Mabry, Doug McCurdy,
~tt Mohon~ Joe Morris, Ken Ottcni,
J•m Redman, Warren Rogers, William
Ryan, Richard Salnzar. Wayne Trout,
George Turner. Jon Tuthill.
SIGMA PID EPSILON> Vincent Fran•
cis Arroyo, Raleigh Lee Burt, David Fled•
kr, Michael Paul Farism, Eugene Ed•
ward Griego, Terry A. Lewis, Anthony
Steven Meketa, John Metzler, Chanley
Mohney, Kenneth Pendergrass, Barney
Sedillo, Michael. Simon, James Strabn,
Thomas Tabet, Anthony William~.

nation's JU.t'~(~St
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FEATURING- RAZOR-CUTS

Lawrence Ferlinghetti, noted
contemporary poet, wi.l! open the
UNM "Programme of Poats"
series with a reading at 8 p.m.
Oct. :ao in the anthropology lecture hall.
FerJinghetti, once a central
Test yourself.•.
figure in the San ll'l·anciaco 1'beat"
movement, is best known :for his What do you see in the ink blots1
"Coney Island of the Mind,"
( 1958) one of the most widely
printed collections of poetry in
the last decade.
A sizzling steak?
In 1962, he donated a copy of
Ten dancers?
the manuscript of his poem, "The
A rabbit?
Man Who- Rode Away," to the
UNM library.
Gene F1•umkin, UNM English
lecturer and ~'Programme" director, said other speakers and readers are being asked to appear
later this school year.
Speaker!> who have been asked
to appear include:
Robert Bly1 editor of the 60's
(2] A lantern?
Press, Madison, Minn.; John
A moth?
Logan, former UNM teacher now
TOT Staplers1
at the State University of New
York; William Eastlake, writer
(TOT Staplers!? What in ••• )
from Cuba, N.M., who lectures at
UNM; and Stephen Rodefe1•, a
new UNM English teacher,
The readings are sponsored by
the UNM department of English
and the Associated Students, and
are open to the public without
charge,

This is a

Sw-ingline
Tot Stapler

Chakaa to Meet
Chakaa, junior men's honorary,
will meet tomon·ow evening at
9:15 it) Room 250-D ofthe Union.

Unconditionally 'uManteed.
At any station~ry, ....,ariety, or book store..
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We hope you're not em old fashioned girl who carrie$ carfcne in
Iter pur5e "just In case!' To put an e11d to mad money at the
University of New Mel<lco, the American Bank of Commerce has
opened a campus branch to serve you. Openoyour own accountchecking, savings, or thriftyeheck If you write less than 25 checks
per month. Be yclOr own person! Anywhere you go, you have more
than enough money to take care of your
nseds. Whip out your checkbook, and show
your independence, Just step downstairs at the
New Mexico Union Building, and see our
ftlendly tell~ns. You'll never have to worry
about"(ust In case!'

AMERICAN
BANK of

COMMERCE

Ample Free Parking

Third and'

255-4371
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VISIT YOUR
MONEY

Four doors east of Mannie's

291-4 Central S.E;

98C
(including 1000 staples}
Larger site CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.69

There's no
puzzlement
about where
to buy your

"For the Well-Groomed look
Your Date Will Loveu

Guess mine is the only lost eause • • • !

Listen to KUNM

Oct. 20 Programme

C~ntr.ll

Downtown

PHONE 241-1021
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By NOOLEY RElNHEARDT
.
. .•
Chuck. ~dne, a UNM fresh
man, l:>lrdie~ twd oft th~

l:h!

~:: ~!~~co a~;e:Y I~vi~~~onal

~olf tournament by one stroke
over a former University of Wisc<msin star.
Milne probably the best fresh·
man goif vrospect in school his·
tol'Y put together rounds of '7568-67-210, four-under-pal'. The
closest contender was another
amateur, Ralph Schlicht, who led
two rounds of the tourney.
New Mexico, Arizona, and west
Texas Golf ;professionals took a
bac~ seat in the toumament-to
Schlicht for the first 36 holes and
to Mllne in the last round.
Tianp Martin Low Pros
Lo~ pros were Santa Fe's Joe
Tieno and Iverson Martin of Las
Cruces Country Club. Both finished regulation play third with
212s and then Martin won a sudden-death playoff to determine the
New Mexico PGA champion.
Milne didn't move into position
to win the tournament until he
birdied the par-5 at Los Altos and
followed with a 15-foot birdie Qn
No. 1'7.
Mis8es Tie Putt
Schlicht, playing one foursome
!Jehind Milme, had a. chance to
tie the tournament with a 12-foot
putt on the last green, but missed.
Milne trailed Schilcht by four
shots going into the final round.
Milne attended UNM last year
but didn't finish. In December he
elected to leave school and join
the National Guard for a sixmonth tour of duty.
In his first eolle~e tournament
last October the former Salem,
Ore. high school star won the
freshman division of the Tucker
Intercollegiate. Although he is a

freshm~u. s.c~IOlastlcal!y,bbJs ad-

letic ehgJbihty . basn t een e
termined yet thus year. .
.
Other freshman recrwts ~n-

fude ;~~::~~~n juJtl\bu~~~~:~~~
· ay · ·
And Boyd and
ARI~~Y·t :i':~:~o, and Job Ru~sG of
0

' ·

Los Alamos.
f h'.
Mc!3uire ~bo has :fo~r ~ fr :
to)l :;;lx vannty players ac~
o
last year's West.ern ~tbletJc Cof~
ference championship ~am:D
addition to Goodart an D e~~
Steve Satterstrom and
wat ·
Knigbt are back. .
All four are jumors.
The Lobo coach looks for al!'other championship team thiS
year and has thoughts of winning
the 1968 edition of the NCAA
tournament that will be played
at New Mexico State University.
The long and demanding UNM
south ocurse, open less than a
year, is given much of the credit by McGuire for the d.evelop·
ment of his players, ev1denced
among other things by. the f!lct
that Goodart won a national tttle
last summer-the Western Junior Amateur championship for
players under 20,

In a~ditiofl .to thfie ~:a Me~~~
Open title, Mdne ms e sec
ifl the Orego~ hOpen1• H~ ledhofe~
three shots w1t on Y nm~
left and then fired a 39 g01ng out
to loose by a. single shot._ _~

L•ISten t0 KUNM
.
•

•

q~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS

The Large$! Sele~:t!an of

Hallmark Card~
Halloween & Party Items

Wedding

lnvltallon~

and All Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming

Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1967
3501 Lomo$ N.E.

255-4989

~D~ea~r~w~o~n~h~i~s~se~c~o~n~d~st~r~a~iggh~t~~~============~========~

Varsity Barber Sbops

2

LOCATIONS

2408 Central SE - Phone 243-4267
Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815

U. Gridders to Meet

BYU Deafeats Football Lobos

fled for the national amateu:.
B d was the third in the presti~s Southwestern Men's and
fovato was second in the city.

90 1 MCS
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The New Mexico Lobo:s failed
their second football test of the
season Saturday night when they
dro)lped a 44-14 We:;tern Athletic
Conference decision to Brigham
Young ~~ot Provo.
The Wolfpack, still looking
good for moments at a time,
flew home early Sunday and begin today trying to put the pieces
in place in time for the Iowa
St~te game this Saturd~y.
Quarterback Ter:ry Stone, starting for the second straight week,
opcmed up .. a Lobo attack that
many fans thought was not possible. He attempted 50 passes
and completed 26 of them for
3'76 yards.
Lobos Stay ln Air
Before the game, there were
some who thought UNM might
stick to the ground against the
Cougars. But the Lobos tried
the ground only 27 times compared to 37 for the pass-oriented
BYU squad.
All three of Stone's marks
were new Lobo single-game records. Before Saturday the most
passes a UNM quarterback had
attempted in one game was 29
by Rick Beitler against Arizona
in '66.
Coach Bill Weeks' charges
were down by 13 points before
the game was hardly underway.
By the half the Lobos trailed
2'7-0. Two touchdowns in the sec~
ond half put UNM closer, but
then the L<Jbos gave up 1'7 points
with less than :five minutes left
in the game.
BYU Defense Tough
The game could have been
much closel' had the tough BYU
defensive unit not stopped the
Lobos three times when they we1·e
10 yards or less from a touchdown.
New Mexico's two touchdowns

came on a 69-yard pass from
Stone to Ace Hendricks and on
a seven-yard run by junior college transfer David Uookert.
Stone threw nine yards to
Hendricks, the game's leading
pass receiver, who then threaded
his way through the BYU secondary for the other 60 yards.
Hendricks Pulls Down 11
Hendricks, who moved from
flanker to split end, caught 11
passes for 195 yards for a school
record and led the game in those
categories.
Emilio Vallez was the JlUmber
two receiver both for the Lobos
and in the game, pulling down
10 aerials :for 126 yards.
Bookert's touchdown was set
up by a BYU fumble on the
Lobo 37 that UNM recovered.
The pitchout from Beitler to
Bookert completed the 63-yard
\march.
The Lobos actually dominated
much of the game, but just
couldn't come up with the big
scoring plays. New Mexico had
402 yards total offense, only 16
of them coming on the ground
compared to 338 yards of total
offense for the Cougars.
UNM edged the Brighams on
first downs also-20 to 19. Three
of UNM's first downs were made
on running plays, three by penalty, and 14 in the air.
3 New Quarterbacks Used
BYU had been worried about
filling in :for All-America quarterback Virgil Carter who graduated, but that was the least of
the Cougar's problems. Three
new quarterbacks-Marc Lyons,
Terry Sanford, and John Erdhus-all had a good night against
the Loobs.
Phil Odie, leading t·eceiver in
the WAC last year and an All·
America perfol'mer, took a back

seat to Hendricks and Valle;~:
in pass receiving. Odle caught
only seven passes for 106 yards.
Game Scoring
BYU-Homolik 12 vasa fro111 :Erdhaus
(kick faile~)
BYU-L<DilB 9 rull (Patera kick)
BYU-BoYett 49 pass frnm Lyons (Pat·
ers kick)
BYU-Rodrigue 6 pass from Lyons
(Patera l<iek)
UNM-Hendrlckl! 69 pass from Stone
(Seiders kick)
UNM-&okert 7 run (Selders kick)
BYU-FG Patera 33
nYU-Patterson 7 pass from Sanford
(Patera Idck)
nYU-Paterson 13 J>l!SS from Sanford
(Patera kick)

Iowa State Sept. 30
Games remaining on the UNM
football schedule are: Iowa State
at Ames Sept. 30; Utah at Albuquerque Oct. 7; ArizoJta State
at Albuquerque (Homecoming)
Oct. 14; San Jose State at SaJt
Jose Oct. 21; Texas Western at
Albuquerque Oct. 27; Arizona at
Tucson Nov. 4; Wyoming at Albuquerque (ABC telecast) Nov.
11; and New Mexico State at Albuquerque Nov. 18.

Chuck Fairbanks coached Oklahoma's pass defense to seeoJtd in
the nation last year, Only one
touchdowJt pass was thrown
against it. How did Fairbanks get
started coaching the secondary 1
"At the first staff meeting we had
at Arizona. State, Frank Kush discovered he bad no one who could
coach pass defense. He looked at
me and said, 'you're elected.' I
!mew nothing about pass defense,
absolutely nothing." So in 1961,
with Fairbanks in charge of defensive secondary, Arizona. State's
Joe Zuger led the nation in pass
interceptions,

'

HUSKIE MEL DANIELS, now with the Minnesosta Huskiei! of
the American Basketball Association, is scheduled to play agatnst
the Denver Rockets in an exhibition basketball game here at the
Civic Auditorium Oct. 4 Daniels starred for UNM as a ~:enter for
three years. (UNM photo)

Now With Minnesota Huskies

ATTENTION

Mel Daniels Will Return Here Oct. 4
To Appear In Exhibition Cage Match
Mel Daniels, who led UNM to
the No. 3 national ranking at
one point last season, will return
to Albuquerque Oct. 4 as a mem~
ber of the Minnesota Huskies of
the newly formed American Basketball Association.
Daniels, who was the Lobos'
star center for three years before graduating last year and
making most of the All-Ameri~an teams, signed a lucrative
three-year, no-cut contract with
the Huskies. Be also led the Lobos to two post-season appearances in the National Invitational Tournament in New York's
Madison Square Garden.
When Daniels appears at the
Civic Auditorium for an exhibition game with the Denver Rockets it will be his first appearance here since his senior year.
Sam Smith, a 6'-7'' 235-pound

Graduates, Undergraduates, and
Teaching Assistants

strong-boy who played under the
watchful eye of former Lobo
coach Bob Sweeney, will join
Daniels on the Buskie squad.
With only 400 reserved seats
available, students are encouraged to buy tickets now at Cooks
Sporting Goods and Rhodes De•
partment Store. The 8 p.m. game
is being sponsored by the Albuquerque Jaycees.

-for

All :football coaches want their
players to have confidence in
themselves. So Utah Coach Mike
Giddings should be proud of one
of hia defensive halfbacks, who
was asked to pose for some pictures to be used in Minnesota's
advance publicity. "They won't
know me now," he . said, "but
they'll se,e enough of me . co~e
game time. I expect to hve Ill
their backfield!"

l9b~
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WAC Results
Wyoming, a heavy favorite to
repeat as Western Athletic
Conference football champion,
turned in the most impressive
showing of league teams over
the weekend with a 37-10 victory over the Air Foree.
'the Cowboys Wi:lt'e only a
slight favorite to defeat the
Falcons in the game in Laramie Wyo. The host team trail·
ed io:tr at the half but came
back strong after intermission.
Wyoming
scori:ld
three
touchclowns within four min·
utes in the third quarter to
break the game ·open. Senior
quarterback Paul Toscano
ihrew four TD passes to pace
•h! win.
Iowa State, the Lobo op·

-the.. 'oe.s\:- cover
for 1-'ne.

ponent this week, was trounced
by a powerful Texas Tech
squad 52·0 at Lubbock. Last
week the Iowa State Cyclones
lost 34-3 to South Carolina.
The ISU·UNM game will be
played in Ames, lowa.
In other WAC contests Minnesota edged utah 13-12 with
a touchdown pasll with only
1:17 left in the game. Brigham Young defeated "New
·Mexico 44-14 at Provo, scoring 17 points in the last five
minutes of play.
Oregon State nudged Arizona State 27-21. Arizona was
idle.
New Mexico State, a :future
Lobo foe, was downed by the
University of 'rexas at Arllngton 15·14.

'rf\ e. o.. su Ye. Me. ~-\-s .

--

·

TERRY STONE (left) and Ace Hendricks combined Saturday
night to form the most impressive Ne\v Mexico passing attack
ever. Quarterback Stone attempted a school record of 50 passf;!s
and completed 26 of them-also a :record. Hendricks, at split end,
pulled down 11 aerials for 195 yards-good for two more school
single ~arne marks. They led the Brigham Young game in passing and pass receiving. The Lobos lost the game 44-14.

The College Inn has a number of
monthly meal tickets available at
the low price of $3.00 per day for
three meals. The f~od is excellent

Monday, September 25

Have Eight Meet Schedule

Dinner

U. Runners Will Begin Season Oct. 7,
Hacke~t Expects 3rd Championship
By CRAIG GUEST
Facing ail eight-meet cross·
country schedule starting with
the Oklahoma Invitational, Oct.
7, Coach Hugh Hackett is exl)i:lcting his third consecutive Western
Athletic Conference championship.
Heading up Hackett's list of
runners are returning lettermen
and juniors Web Loudat and Ad·
riun DeWindt, who were third
and fourth in the conference last
year. Other returnees are Pat
Cox; Pete DiOrio, Robert Nanninga and Ray Jordan.
New Cross•country team members include: freshman Bill
Utrup, from Albuquerque; Bill
Schrandt und Bob Bodkins, both
from Los Alamos; Bruce Nelson
from Kansas City Kan, and Jan
Nilsson, a sophomore from Sweeden. "All will be used if they are
good enough to make the team.
After the first n1eet we will be
able to tell what we have," said
Conch Hnclultt.
In addition to winning the
WAC championship the last two
yelll.'S; the Lobos have won the

title three out of the last four
tries and have had the individual
champion every year since the
WAC was created five years ago.
This year's conference meet is
scheduled :for November 11 at the
University of Wyoming at Laramie.
A big setback to the squad was
the Joss of AU-American George
Scott, who graduated last June.
Scott was individual champion
for the last two years. About the
loss of Scott hurting the teatn's
chances, Hackett commented,
"We've had championship teams
before following the losses of
other individual winners and I
don't think losing George will
hurt us that much.''
1966 Conference Results
Listed here are tho team results from
the 1966 eonferen~e moot on the Arizona
Stnte Uni~erl!ites dscrt ltlld hliiY 4,2 lllile
.:ourse nt 'tempe, AriZ. 1. UNM: 2. Ari·
~onn ;. 3. Ari~ona State; 4. Utnh; 5, Brigham Young; o.. wyoming.
The £oUowJng were .the lndlv!dunl win·
ncrs 1 1. George Scott, UNM, 21 :52; 2, Bob
nleltards1 BYU, 21 :57; 3. Web Loudot,
UNM, 2~ :OG ; 4. Adrinn Dcwlndt, UNM,
22:20; 5, Louis Scott, ASU, 22:28: ~•• Snl
Mcndozn, Utnb, 22 :B3: 7. Mnrcel .netu,
UA, 22:36; 8. John Fiulnv, Wyo. 22:89:
9, Arnold llnmnla, UA, 22:41; 10, Jerry
Jobski, ASU, 2l! :47.
·

and prepared by a professional
kitchen staff. For example tonight's
menu:

Swiss Steak or Chicken Almondine
Whipped Potatoes
Cut Blue lake Green Beans, Sliced Carrots,
Choice of Tossed Salad, Perfection Salad,
Cottage Cheese with Peach Slices,
Cucumber in Sour Cream, Macaroni Salad
Hot Rolls and Butter

•

Blueberry Pie, or Chocolate Cake or
Tapioca Pudding with Raspberry Topping
Assorted Beverages

Fot more infotmation
visit the College Inn.

Seconds available
at all meals.

303 Ash .f\tt:.

..

Phone 243-2881
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By WAYNE CIDDIO
Despite financial and organh:ational obstacles, the UNJ.\l Soccer
Club will try to swing into action
and retain the prestige it earned
in the first year of conference
competition lust season.
The soccer team, composed of
the most skillful ·players from the
entire club, went undefeated in
conference play in its" debut year
and compiled a 16·2·0 l'ecord enroute to capturing the Rocky
Mountain Conference title, The
two losses came at the hands of
Denve1· Unive>·sity and Arizona
State.
Members of tl1e thirty-man
squad are Jumal Pl'itcha1·d, Victor Adegunleye, Badru Kiggundu, Jerry Castaneda, Gabrou
Tenlaheimot, Orlando Jemenez,
Leslie Lam, Doc Doisy, Ally Salabez, Kone Mamadon, John Byer,
Bobby Gallegos, George Moore,
John Bakas, Dennis Runyon,
Hugo U1•ibe, and Bill Tarbell.
The squad is divided into A
and B teams. The A team is comprised solely of foreign students
rang·ing in nationality from Afri·
can to Latin American.
The Soccer Club is made up of
nine teams totalling 110 members.
League games are played once or
twice during the week and competition is intense among the members. Jimenez commented, "Competition becomes very heated
when, for example, a group of
Africans is matched against a
group of Latin Americans."
A match with Colorado State
College is tentatively scheduled
for October 1. No admission is
charged for the matches and
seating is provided by the P.E.
Department. An organizational

CLASSIFJED ADVERTISING RATES=
4 line ad., 65~-' times, $2.00, Insertion'
must be aubmittcd by nrnm on day befor~
Pllblication to RQOm 159, Student Publica·
tion' Building, 11r telephone 277-4002 !lr

BY WAYNE CIDDIO
"Violence is the only thing
modem .American society will
. turn an ear to," a member of the
Political Confederation of Free
City StAtes, commonly known aa
the Alian?:a Federal de Mercedes,
told an audience on the UNM
campus last night.
Felix Martine~, representing
the Alianza at an open forum
di!!cUssion .on "Chicano Power in
the United States" sponsQred by
Students for a DemocrAtic Society, explained the reason$ be·
hind the violent assault on tb.e
Tierra Amarilla courthouse June
5. He said the Spanish-American
populace of New Mexico was
"struggling for respect.''
"The Alianza is trying to re~;~tore our culture and our landll
to the poor people of northern
New Mexico. Fraud by the government has pushed the SpanishAmerican people to a point where
physical violence is the only
place to turn," Martinez said,
"The Alianza had planned to
hold a peaceful meeting in Coyote.
in early June. Three days prior
to the meeting the state police,
who had previously been mobil·
ized, began arresting members

zn-no2.

meeting is . planned for Sunday
and interested persons a1•e asked
to contact Jimenez, Ol' Badru Kigg'lHJdu for det·ans. Election of
officers is also on the agenda.
Jimenez, acting• pl'esident of
the Soccer Club and starting
halfback on the varsity, said enthusiasm among team members
was ve1•y high. He added, however, "we are trying to put pressure on the university because no
organizational steps have been
taken yet this year to organize
the club."
He said, "I think a soccer te<J.m
is a useful thing at UNM. We
have gained prestige for the
school and it seems foolish to drop
the soccer program after such a
successful first yea1·!•
Jimenez sees tremendous value
in soccer for UNM's foreign students. "Soecer is one way that
foreign students can really contribute to the university. I canuot play football so I try to help
build the prestige of the school
by playing soccer well," said
Jimenez,
"The feeling of team unity and
spirit is great among the soccer
team, Many times we have been
down in a tight game and pulled
through because everyone offers
·encouragement and aid to each
other. The excitement generated
within the group is unlike anything I have ever seen/' said
Jimenez.
All scheduling for matches and
travel arrangements are handled
by the Soccer Club with little
Coronado playing fields are re•
financial support from UNM.
served through the Physical Education Department. Frank Papcy
has been instrumental in the success of the Club, said Jimenez.

.'

Forty Players Don Uniforms

U. Nine Begin Fall Practice Sessions,

Program Slated to Run Till Oct. 27
Baseball season starts in September at UNM.
Coach Bob Leigh's fall program was initiated last Thurs.
day afternoon when some 40 Lobo ballplayers donned their practice uniforms and cranked . up
their throwing arms for some infield, outfield, and batting practice. The same routine was followed Friday.
This week Leigh will begin a
series of intrasquad games that
will continu~ until Oct. 27, when
the program is slated to end.
After the outdoor program is
over the ballplayers will continue
preparing for next spring by following a. weight-lifting and run-

Revolution Constructive, Says Martinez

WANT ADS

Skillful Soccer Team
Plans Opening Match

ning routine set up by the coach.
At a team meeting early last
week, Leigh told the team, "unfortunately fall practice will be
more meaningful to everybody
this year than it has been in the
past, since for the first time since
I've been here (two years) I'm
going to have to cut the squad.
I expect to use about 20 players
and fall practice should give me
a good idea of who they will be.''

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOMS for rcP.t. Call evenings,
247-9680, Latin American stude!lts wei·
come.

ROOM& BOARD

TH:E COLLEGE INN still haa

som~ Jl,ll•

cammodations available. 20 mcn.ls a week,
inn.id & linen ,aa-vicc, color TV, swim..
ming pool, laundry facilities, private
pa~king, walking distance to campus.
Modctately priced. 803 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this nd.
Free pickup and delivery, Open until 8
p,m. on MandPY & thursday. :E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588,

FOR SALE
I9aB YAMAHA YA·6 Motorcycle. Excellent condition. Call Bob, Z48·0066
after 6 p.m. 9/25, 27, 28, 29
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then ypu don't want
them. Send Cor samPles ·and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Dl!llver, Color!ldo. 80220.

...
i.

~·

LAUNDRY FOR LOVERS I
Our IBM computer fot matching
couples is broken! But WI! have a 16
lb. wnshe~ that bas brought several
lovely couples together, Our three 8
lb. dry-cleaning machines have ptovidd common interest that hns created
many a triancle sitl,tation. Tbe "in"
place to meet the man of your dreams
is not in classes-he's cut them and
is now at this very moment, at SPEED
QUEEN LAUNDRY CENTER, which
is across the ~trcet from the Safeway
Store on Central, which is across tlle
atTeet from the Lobo Theater, which
is Mross the stro:et from • • • It's hard
to explain but the address is 107 Dartmouth S.E. Rush overe

"Great backs will win for you;'
says Oklahoma head football
coach Chuck Fairbanks. "When I
was at Arizona State we tried to
put together a fi]m clip of how
we executed a sweep that bad been
successful for us. We wanted to
include all the basic things that
made the play effective. We looked
at the game film for days, trying
to find the ideal blocking to use
for the clip. We couldn't find it.
What we did find was that our
great backs were ·making the
sweep go without much help.''
Great backs like Charlie Taylor
and Tony Lorick, Fairbanks might
have added,

KDEF ··N·nso

-c"•-aUQUEitque .. so.,.et~
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

LOBO FOOTBALL
Y BROADCASTING COMPANY,

"We have a couple of lineback·
ers I wouldn't trade :for any in
the league," says Tommy Hudspeth, Brigham Young football
coach. He's referring to Sid
Frazier, 210-pound senior, from
Birmingham, Ala., and Crtit.ig Bo·
zich, 205-pound junior from Au·
rora, Colo.

the better students use
BARNES & NOBLE
COLLEGE OUTLINES and EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS
famous educational paperiJaclcs •••
OVER 140 titLES ON tHE FOLLOWING SUBJECtS:
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS

RECREATIONS
SCIENCE

BUSINESS
DRAMA

ETIQUmE
GOVERNMENT

MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

SPEECH

ECONOMICS

HANDICRAFTS

POLinCAl SCIENCE

STUDY AIDS

EDUCATION

HISTORY

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIOLOCY

START RtQHT••• bY\4 \fOUr outlines and Handbooks when
qou get \fOUr textbooksl
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eventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Support :for the Alianza Federal de Mercedes came last night
from James Kennedy, former
UNM student and self-announced
member of the Communist party.
Kennedy also expressed in a Lobo
interview his approval of the
Alianza's militancy.
'I!he would-be founder of a
UNJ.\l chapter of the W.E.B. Du(Continued on page 3)

expert on Asian relations and is
a. relative of the late U.S. Secretary 11f State John Foster Dulles.
Broadening Possible
The tele-lecture system in the
Union Alert Center could also be
used to bring authorities together
for debate and discussion prior to
the campus referendUlll, Tho~:son
said.
Another program for which he
win ask Senate's support is a de·
termined attempt to get students
on policy-maldng bodies on cam(Continued on page 3)

...
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WASHINGTON, D.C., Aug. 15 world db;armament and r&placed
lr (CPS)-Each of the periods of by the Peace Corps. But from
1965 on, our official view has been
i racial violence and rioting in
American histllry has occurred that violence used to advance
whatever you believe in is legiti•
during war.
This fact was i)ointed out thi11 .mate-a. belief that, stated over
week in a paper by Arthur Was- and over by our symbolic monarch
kow of the Institute for Policy in the White House, permeates
Studies in Washington, which at- the ghetto and the police station
tempts to present new facts and as well.''
Waskow also says white people
remedies for the riots.
"Our worst periods of massive turned the violence against indi·
racial violence have been in 1863, viduals: .. The violence has at first
from 1917 to 1919, in 1943, and been directed chiefly at property
from 1965 to 1967," Waskow rather than people. • • • Once the
\POinted out in "How to Prevent a looting and burning of ilroperty
began, it was the white govern·
Pogrom.''
Waskow says the expense of ments and police that began W"·
; the war in Viet Nam has "chewed use violence against persons."
Waskow says the solution is to
to shreds'' the promise of an end
to poverty for the black commu- ;form neighborhood governments
nity.'' He adds another way in ·in large cities, particularly among
. which the war has affected the black people, who "could build
such governments before they are
J
riots{
"From 1961 to 1964, the official legal and use their existence to
view of the United States govern· force them to become legal.''
Whites, he says, should demand
ment was that war was obsolete
(Continued on page 3)
and disastrous, to be ended in
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Eminent Criminal Lawyer . .
I Will Address U. Audience:·~
... i
1

.

.

N

.
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the courtroom has made Baile~· ,.::
one of the most sought-after
d
speaking personalities. As one·
observer put it, "When he speaks ·::;
to 12 jurors, 45 million Ameri- .. ::
cans listen."
Bailey catapultell into fame . ":
1
following his defense of Dr. Sam.
11'(fA 1HOU6H I WALK1'llpPUI.3H "'t\fE' \ALLY Ofit{E:
;~i!~~:t~:te~~~::: =~:rp!~~t;:~\~ Sheppard, resulting in the revers·JJA ODW OF. EJI-r·ll} 1
..
IJIJ.L.k
l;£1\R
..........
E_\111-...
Ctl""J.""'.1
•
It has been sal
of This
Sheppard's
murderbvcon"'
""I
''V
.!' ll..
¥. ••J
ga dget s an d devtces.
viction.
was followed
the
1u~ iOUGHt.SI hAl 'rtlA' IN THE VAUY' ~
·
said that he knows more ~bout
..,
l . I' . .
.
II' . .'
.
. ... "l .. .
. . : electronie snooping than anybody equally sensationll,l trial and M·
hi
h.
•
ex"ept
the FBI. •
quittal of Dr. Carl Coppolino.
THIS INSPIRATION FOR all New Mexico at etes angs 10
"
the UNM training room. No one admits to the origin of the
Bailey, now 33, bas had just
There will be no charge for the
masterl)ieee, but it is rumored that all athlett!s are required to
six years of legal practice before lecture, the second of a series armemorize the !!logan before playing in a varsity contest. This
the bar. However, in addition to ranged by Tom Horn, UNM sen·
photo by_ Lo.be s. pOrts Editor Nooley Reinheardt illus_trates. one
his formal schooling, he served ior, who serves as master of cere. aspect of "'The Psychol()gy of Athletics," the topic of the fi.rst
for three years as a staff legal monies. lntroductioM will be
installment of 11 new weekly Lobo spOrts column, "'The Sportmg
. officer while in the Marine corp1:1. made by Associated Students
Life," to be published in Friday's Lobo.
His unique record of success in l'reaident John Thor3on.
F. Lee Bailey, noted American
' -'·i criminal
lawyer, will speak at 8
p.m. Sunday, Oct. 1, at the UNM
.; Concert Hall. He will appear un•
.ll dOer sp.onsorshfipthofuth!l Sp~takers
ommtttee o
e mvers1 Y·
1
While studying law at .Boston
University, Bailey opened an in-

o.. .
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Riots, War Are Correlated

i

cants for "Who's Who in Am·
erican Colleges and Univer•t• " WJ'll
Sl tes;
. be done ~'"111's year
by Blue Key, senior men's bon•
orary. All interested students
of at least junior (!tanding are
urged to apply. Application
forms are available in the in
the Activities Center of tlie
Union. Deadline i$ Oct. 6.

....._ _ _ _ __

TICKETS ARE STILL on sale at Johnson Gym for the Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass concert
Oct. 14 in University Arena. Tickets are $2, $3, $1, and $5, for UNM students a114 $3, $1, $5, ancl $6
for the general public. A homeeoming game with Ari:~~ona State will precede the concert.

'

Whots Who

;j

~:

Communist Backs
Alionza AJilitoncy

"'~reenl·n,.
.. of ca.m.pus appli·
.,.,

~ associated students boohstore
•

MEXICO LOBO

James Kennedy

By BOB STOREY
A call for a campus referendum
on the Viet Nam war will be included in the State of the Campus
message to be given to Student
Senate tonight by Associated Students President John Thorson.
Thorson said he felt that the
students should be given a chance
to ex;press their opinions on ·the
war and that he would ask Student Senate to support requests
for a referendum within the semester.
"Should Have Chanee"
1'I think that since President
Johnson's popularity bas declined
so much since June we should
have a chance to say what we feel
about the war," he said.
He said he hoped that national
or loeal authorities could be.
brought in for debates and dis·
cussions with students before the
referendum.
In calling for the referendum
Thorson said he was supporting ·
a local movement of the citizens
Acting For Peace to get a referendum on. the Viet Nam war.
Declines Support
1 1'I don,'t necessarily suppol't
their :position on the war, lte said,
"but I do feel that the students
should be given a chance to express their opinions."
The Citizens Acting for Peace,
a loosely organized group of people against the war, are promoting city and state referendums.
The UNM referendum would be
sponsored by the National and
Inthernationlil Affairs Committee
and the results would be sent to
the President and Congress.
41 The results wpu1d not represent all the students' views but
would rather .give an indication
of some of their feelings," Thorson said.
,.
He suggested that a possible
local authority to discuss the
Vietnamese situation would be
Dr. Foster Rhea Dulles, UNM's
distinguished leeture for tltis
semester.
Dr. Dulles ill teaching two
courses, The Far East and Contemporary Times and Americ&n
Diplomacy. He is considered an

Patronize l.obo Advertisers

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART

***

Tijerina m11vement becauae it
has awakened the SJJanish-Americans to the fact that they are of
some value to the society," 01·
quin said.
1'However,"
he
continued,
"from a legal stand it is absurd
because if anyone has a claim to
the land in question, the Indians
were here first."
Martinez added, "I believe that
(Continued on page 3)

War Referendum

UNM Tennis Stars
Teddy RusseU defeated UNM
teammate Tony Bull for the men's
singles championship of the
Southwest Tennis Tournament
here over the weekend.
Bull then came back with doubles partner Van Hill of El Paso
to win the doubles title. Bull and
Hil lare Lobo teammates and
were the hottest duo in the Southwest for a period last spring,
Russell downed Bull 6-1; 12-10,
for the crown after the two had
battled their way into the finals
of the prestigious tourney.
Bull and Hill downed former
UNM players Steve Foster and
Jeff Quinn 6-4, 6·4 as they breezed
to the title.
The tournament was played at
the Albuquerque Tennis ·Club.

guin, an Indian from Isleta Pueblo, responded to Martinez. "To
say that New Mexico has a tri·
cultural harmony is a farce because that's not the case. But
this does not mean that it is not
possible," he said.
"Revolution is the keynote but
I think we must first decide
whether revolution is to be constructive or deatructive. I can
in a sense condone the post-

and not to precipitate an act of
violenc!l. Unfortunately two peo·
pie · were injured. I am 'l!ad to
say that it was a. goQd thing, because they had it coming to
them," he said.
"Indians - another minority
group~supJJort the recent viol·
ent movements although they
haven't taken a firm stand," he
said.
UNM law student Frank 01·

Thorson Will Ask

.

Begin Southwest
Championships

of tthe Alianza," he said,
"A large number of 'men, women, and children we~:e held in
sheep pens simply for being
members of the Alianza, and I
myself was put in jail on a
charge of . conspiracy to overthrow the government," Martinez said.
"Alianza members descended
on the Tierra Amarilla courthouse to ma)!:e citizens' arrests

At Senate Tonight

FORMER UNM STAR George Scott breaks the tape en route
to one of his many victories as a Lobo trackman. Scott recently
won the AAU five·mile run with a time of 26 minutes 11.8 seconds, The race was over a rugged course in the Sandia Mountains and featured rop distance men from all over the country.
Scott, also a mainstay on the cross-country team, earned distinc·
tion as an AU-American for his efforts while on the Lobo Squad.
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